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Abstract: As CeO2 is a useful catalyst for soot elimination, it is important to develop CeO2 with
higher contact areas, and reactivities for efficient soot oxidation and catalytic soot oxidation are
basically controlled by structures and surface properties of catalysts. Herein, a Ce-Metal organic
framework (MOFs) consisting of Ce and benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid (H3BTC) is employed as
the precursor as CeBTC exhibits a unique bar-like high-aspect-ratio morphology, which is then
transformed into CeO2 with a nanoscale bar-like configuration. More importantly, this CeO2 nanobar
(CeONB) possesses porou, and even hollow structures, as well as more oxygen vacancies, enabling
CeONB to become a promising catalyst for soot oxidation. Thus, CeONB shows a much higher
catalytic activity than commercial CeO2 nanoparticle (comCeO) for soot oxidation with a significantly
lower ignition temperature (Tig). Moreover, while soot oxidation by comCeO leads to production
of CO together with CO2, CeONB can completely convert soot to CO2. The tight contact mode
also enables CeONB to exhibit a very low Tig of 310 ◦C, whereas the existence of NO also enhances
the soot oxidation by CeONB to reduce the Tig. The mechanism of NO-assisted soot oxidation is
also examined, and validated by DRIFTS to identify the formation and transformation of nitrogen-
containing intermediates. CeONB is also recyclable over many consecutive cycles and maintained its
high catalytic activity for soot oxidation. These results demonstrate that CeONB is a promising and
easily prepared high-aspect-ratio Ce-based catalyst for soot oxidation.

Keywords: MOFs; ceria; carbon black; catalytic oxidation; high aspect ratio

1. Introduction

While diesel engines are widely used because of several advantages, namely, relatively
low operation cost, relatively high durability, and energy efficiency, pollutants from diesel
engines, such as NOx and soot, have threatened public health. Specifically, soot is even
considered as a toxic contaminant in view of its carcinogenicity [1]; thus, it is critical to
prevent emission of soot into the environment. To this end, diesel particulate filters (PDFs)
have been frequently adopted to remove soot particles from the exhaust emission of diesel
engines, and soot collected inside PDFs must be then decomposed in order to regenerate
PDFs. Consequently, catalytic decomposition of soot has been regarded as a key step for
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eliminating soot [2–5], and catalysts for soot oxidation at lower temperatures and higher
reaction rates are then highly crucial [2].

Up to date, several transition metal oxides, including Ce, Co, Mn, Fe, Cu, V, and
Mo [6–15], have been demonstrated as catalysts to decompose soot. Ce, especially CeO2,
has become a particularly attractive catalyst for soot oxidation as CeO2 exhibits a relatively
high oxygen storage capacity via the redox cycle between Ce4+ and Ce3+ for reversibly
adding/removing oxygen, making CeO2 possess high catalytic activities [1,16]. Thus, CeO2
has been increasingly studied for soot oxidation recently. Nevertheless, since catalytic soot
oxidation is dominantly controlled by their configurations, and surface properties [17–19],
it would be useful to construct CeO2 with higher contact areas, and higher reactivities
for effective soot oxidation [19–22]. Especially, high-aspect-ratio configurations, such as
fibrous, rod-like, or bar-like structures, have been validated as promising shapes to offer
high contact surfaces per volume, and more accessible reactive sites [23,24].

Moreover, catalysts with more reactive surfaces (i.e., more oxygen vacancies) have
also been proven to enhance catalytic oxidation applications as oxygen vacancies can
accelerate the diffusion rate of oxygen and promote oxygen mobility for improving soot
oxidation [1,25]. Thus, it would be essential to establish high-aspect-ratio CeO2 with more
porous structures, and more oxygen vacancies for catalytic soot oxidation.

As high-aspect-ratio metal oxides conventionally require complicated protocols, such
as electrospinning techniques, alternative metal-coordinated networks with certain struc-
tures have been increasingly utilized as templates which are then converted to metal oxides
with desired configurations via thermal treatments [14,26]. In particular, metal organic
frameworks (MOFs) have been increasingly adopted as the precursor templates as they
can be designed to afford high-aspect-ratio morphologies which would be then converted
to high-aspect-ratio metal oxides with promoted oxygen vacancies [14,27–29]. Therefore,
Ce-based MOFs with bar-like nanoscale morphologies can be promising templates for
preparing nanobar (NB)-like CeO2 with more oxygen vacancies as advantageous catalysts
to oxidize soot.

However, very few studies have been conducted for examining such NB-like CeO2
with well-defined configurations derived from MOFs for soot oxidation. More importantly,
there is almost no study discussing how such a MOF-derived NB-like CeO2 (CeONB) is
different from typical CeO2 material in terms of physical/chemical properties, oxygen va-
cancy, and catalytic behaviors for soot oxidation. Therefore, the aim of this study focuses on
direct comparisons between Ce-MOFs-derived CeONB and commercial CeO2 nanoparticle
(comCeO) for catalytic soot oxidation for probing into the structure–property–reactivity
relationship of this MOF-derived NB-like CeO2 to evaluate effects of morphologies and
oxygen vacancies on soot oxidation. Specifically, a Ce-MOF consisting of Ce and benzene-
1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid (BTC) is employed as the precursor as the coordinated framework of
CeBTC exhibits a unique NB-like configuration. Through one-step calcination, this NB-like
CeBTC is converted CeO2 with a NB structure consisting of many CeO2 nanoparticles, as
illustrated in Figure 1. More importantly, CeONB exhibits hollow structures, and also more
oxygen vacancies, enabling CeONB to become a promising catalyst for soot oxidation.
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2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Characterization of CeONB

Since CeONB was derived from CeMOF comprised of Ce4+ and H3BTC, the mor-
phology of CoMOF was visualized in Figure 2a, in which a typical bar (or rod)-like shape
can be detected. The length of these bar-like CeMOF ranged from sub-micrometer to a
few micrometers with relatively high aspect ratios and smooth surfaces. The crystalline
structure of this CeMOF could also be indexed to the reported XRD pattern of this CeMOF
(i.e., CeBTC [30]), indicating that the coordination of Ce3+ and BTC can afford the bar-like
morphology of MOF.
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After calcination of this CeMOF, the resulting product can be seen in Figure 2b, in
which the bar-like morphology could be still observed with relatively high aspect ratios.
The dimensions of these bar-like products were also similar to those of the CeMOF pre-
cursor. Nevertheless, the resulting product exhibited significantly roughened surfaces. In
addition, these products seemed slightly slimmer than the precursor CeMOF, possibly be-
cause the calcination process had decomposed the organic ligand (i.e., BTC), leaving metal
oxides. Its EDS spectrum (Figure 2e) also showed significant signals of Ce, and O without
other noticeable elements, demonstrating that the resultant product from calcination of
Ce-MOF should only consist of Ce, and O.

On the other hand, Figure 2c,d also reveal TEM images of Ce-MOF, and its calcined
product, respectively. As the TEM image of Ce-MOF indicated that Ce-MOF was bar-
like, solid, and smooth, the TEM image of the calcimined product was also bar-like but
semi-transparent with non-homogeneous surfaces. These features were in line with the
observation seen in the SEM images of the calcined product of Ce-MOF.

Closer views (Figure 3a,b) further reveal that the bar-like configuration of the calcined
product in fact consisted of many fine NPs (with sizes of a few tens nanometers). More
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importantly, the non-homogeneous texture of the calcined product also unveiled that the
calcined product contained voids (e.g., hollow structures) and pores, suggesting that the
calcination process not only decomposed the organic ligand but also enabled the formation
of special structures. The lattice-resolved HRTEM (Figure 3c) also displays d-spacing of
0.312 and 0.191 nm which correspond to the (110) and (220) planes of CeO2, indicating that
these bar-like product were comprised of crystallized CeO2. The SAED pattern displayed
as Figure 3d can also be well indexed to the polycrystalline feature of CeO2. Figure 4a
further displays the crystalline structure of CeONB, which was considerably different from
that of Ce-MOF, validating that Ce-MOF had been transformed after calcination, and the
XRD pattern of this CeONB could be well-indexed to a cubic fluorite-type CeO2 according
to JCPDS Card No. 43-1002.
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On the other hand, as comCeO was intentionally employed as a reference material here
for comparisons with this CeONB, the SEM image of comCeO had also been visualized in
Figure S1a,b. In particular, Figure S1b clearly indicates that comCeO comprised of many fine
particles with sizes of 50–100 nm. However, these NPs of comCeO agglomerated, forming
sub-microscale sheets. The XRD pattern of comCeO had also been added to Figure 4a, and it
was also well-indexed to the cubic fluorite-type CeO2. These images had unveiled that the
CeMOF-derived CeONB certainly exhibited a rather different morphology from comCeO.
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Moreover, the surface chemistry of CeONB was analyzed by XPS, and its Ce3d core-
level spectrum can be seen in Figure 4b, which could be deconvoluted to reveal eight peaks.
These underlying peaks labelled with v and u can be ascribed to Ce3d3/2 and Ce3d5/2,
respectively. In particular, the peaks tagged with v, v2, v3 and u, u2, u3 corresponded to
Ce4+, whereas the peaks labelled by v1 and u1 were attributed to Ce3+ [31]. The XPS analysis
of comCeO was also conducted, and its Ce3d spectrum can be displayed in Figure 4b, which
reveals the same eight peaks after deconvolution.

To compare differences between CeONB and comCeO, the peak area ratios of Ce3+/
(Ce3+ + Ce4+) of these two materials were then quantified, as this Ce3+/(Ce3+ + Ce4+)
ratio could be related to surface catalytic properties [31]. As summarized in Table 1, the
concentration of Ce3+ in CeONB was 20.5% noticeably higher than that of comCeO (16.2%).
This indicates that comCeO possessed a higher degree of crystallinity, and thus contained a
lower extent of oxygen vacancy. Moreover, the O1s core-level spectra of these two CeO2
materials were also measured (Figure 4c). Both of these spectra could be deconvoluted
into three peaks, attributed to lattice oxygen (Olat), oxygen vacancy (Ovac), and absorbed
oxygen species (Oab), respectively [32,33]. The concentration of Ovac of CeONB accounted
for 23.7%, which was substantially higher than that of comCeO (i.e., 16.4%). This result
demonstrated that CeONB exhibited a much higher extent of oxygen vacancy than comCeO.
These results also indicate that this Ce-MOF-derived CeONB not only showed a different
structure (i.e., high aspect ratio, porous, and hollow) from comCeO, but also exhibited
distinct surface properties from comCeO with a higher extent of oxygen vacancy.
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Table 1. Property analyses of CeONB and comCeO.

Catalyst (Ce3+/(Ce3+ + Ce4+) Ovac/(Olat + Ovac + Oab) ID/IF2g

CeONB 20.5% 23.7% 1.2%
comCeO 16.5% 16.4% 0.4%

Moreover, Raman spectra of CeONB and comCeO were also measured to further
examine their surface structure in Figure 4d. Both CeONB and comCeO showed a tall peak
at 464 cm−1, corresponding to the F2g mode of the fluorite-type structure of CeO2 [32].
On the other hand, a short peak could also be noticed at 594 cm−1, which was correlated
to the formation of oxygen vacancy (denoted as ID) [29]. The intensity ratio of ID over
IF2g was adopted to determine the relative concentration of oxygen vacancy. Thus, the
ratios of ID over IF2g of CeONB and comCeO were calculated and listed in Table 1. CeONB
possessed a higher ratio of ID/IF2g (i.e., 1.2%) than comCeO (i.e., 0.4%), suggesting that
CeONB exhibited a higher extent of oxygen vacancy than comCeO.

Additionally, as CeONB exhibited a bar-like morphology with the porous and hollow
structure, its textural properties were then measured. Figure 5a shows that the N2 sorption
isotherm of CeONB can be categorized as the IUPAC type VI isotherm as it contained a
small hysteresis loop attributed to porous structures. The pore size distribution (Figure 5b)
validated that CeONB exhibited the porous structure, including mesopores. The correspond-
ing surface area was then quantified as 55 m2/g, and pore volume was 0.14 cm3/g. Besides,
the N2 sorption isotherm of comCeO was also obtained, and its N2 sorption amount was sig-
nificantly much lower than that of CeONB as the surface area of comCeO was only 10 m2/g,
and the total pore volume was 0.05 cm3/g. This pronounced difference demonstrated that
CeONB exhibited a much higher surface area owing to its high aspect ratio and porous
structure, whereas comCeO, even though consisting of NPs, was seriously agglomerated.
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Even though CeONB was shown to exhibit more superior textural characteristics
than comCeO, the textural characteristics were not the only parameter controlling catalytic
activities. Therefore, chemisorption analysis was then conducted to offer more direct
insights into catalytic activities of these catalysts. Before implementing chemisorption
analysis, a TGA curve of CeONB was first obtained and displayed in Figure 5c to evaluate
its thermal stability. CeONB was almost unchanged through the heating process up to
900 ◦C, demonstrating that CeONB was highly thermally stable. Besides, since CeONB
was derived from CeMOF, and thus the TGA curve of CeMOF was also measured, and
CeMOF started decomposition at around 200 ◦C, and gradually decomposed until 390 ◦C
to eliminate organic components, leaving a residual weight ~40%. This suggests that the
conversion of CeMOF to CeONB was around 40 wt.%.
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Subsequently, the TPR profiles of CeONB and comCeO were determined and dis-
played in Figure 6a. CeONB showed two notable reduction peaks at 520 ◦C (labelled as
“a”) and 765 ◦C (labelled as “b”), corresponding to the reduction in CeO2 at the surface
region, and the reduction in the bulk CeO2, respectively. Nevertheless, the peak intensity
of “a” in comCeO was considerably lower than that of CeONB, and the peak intensity of
“b” in comCeO also appeared at a much higher temperature (800 ◦C). These comparisons
suggested that CeONB exhibited a much higher extent of reducibility than comCeO. As
soot oxidation is strongly related to reducibility of catalysts [1], this result indicated that
CeONB would be a much more advantageous catalyst for soot oxidation.
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Besides, TPD-O2 has also been an insightful tool to examine catalytic activities espe-
cially because TPD-O2 would offer useful information about the surface and bulk oxygen
species of catalysts [34]. Figure 6b displays the desorption region from 150–900 ◦C. In the
case of CeONB, it exhibited a noticeable desorption peak starting from 180 ◦C with a peak
center at 295 ◦C. Nevertheless, comCeO did not exhibit any notable peaks below 600 ◦C.
Since the oxygen desorbed in the range of 100~300 ◦C would be ascribed to physisorbed
and/or chemisorbed oxygen molecules on surfaces, these TPD-O2 profiles suggested that
CeONB possessed a higher amount of chemisorbed oxygen which shall enable CeONB to
exhibit a higher catalytic activity [34].

Moreover, oxygen desorbed in the range of 550~900 ◦C would be correlated to migra-
tion of lattice oxygen of catalysts. Although both CeONB and comCeO exhibited desorbed
oxygen in this particular temperature range, CeONB showed a much larger amount of
desorption of oxygen than comCeO. This suggests that the degree of migration of lattice
oxygen in CeONB seemed more intense than that in comCeO, suggesting a higher degree
of oxygen vacancy in CeONB.

2.2. Soot Oxidation by CeONB and Commercial CeO2 NPs

In this study, a fixed-bed tubular reactor was employed to conduct soot oxidation
experiments, in which the soot oxidative activity of CeONB was evaluated by temperature-
programmed oxidation (TPO). Various parameters (e.g., Tig, Tm, T50, T90, and Te) were
performed to measure the catalytic activities of CeO2. In particular, Tig was the ignition
temperature of catalytic soot oxidation; T50 and T90 represented the temperatures of the
soot oxidation at 50% and 90%, respectively; and Tm was denoted as the temperature-
programmed oxidation temperature at the highest CO2 concentration. Then, the CO2
selectivity (SCO2) was calculated via SCO2 = (CCO2/(CCO + CCO2)) × 100%, where CCO2
and CCO denote the outlet concentration of CO2 and CO, respectively. In particular, SmCO2
denotes the SCO2 at Tm.

Before investigating catalytic activities of CeONB for soot oxidation, the TPO profile
of soot oxidation in absence of any catalysts was measured as a reference line. As shown in
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Figure 7a, in the absence of catalysts, the Tig of soot oxidation was 490 ◦C and SCO2 was
35.1% (Figure 7b), suggesting that the oxidation of bare soot initiated at a relatively high
temperature whereas an un-desired by-product, namely CO, was produced during the
soot oxidation. Nevertheless, when CeONB was introduced, the corresponding Tig was
significantly reduced from 490 ◦C to 352 ◦C with 100% of SCO2, revealing that CeONB can
enhance catalytic soot oxidation with the outstanding CO2 conversion efficiency.
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Additionally, comCeO was also used to catalyze soot oxidation, and its tig (461 ◦C)
was also substantially lower than 490 ◦C but it was still much higher than that of CeONB.
This signified that CeONB would exhibit a higher catalytic activity than comCeO for soot
oxidation possibly because CeONB showed the larger surface area in contact with soot
particles than comCeO. Besides, CeONB also possessed more superior redox properties
and higher extent of surface oxygen vacancies than comCeO, thereby improving intrinsic
activities for soot oxidation [35]. More importantly, Figure 7b also reveals that, while
comCeO was able to convert soot completely with 100% conversion, CO was co-generated
with CO2 during soot oxidation with SCO2 = 73.8%. As no CO was produced from soot
oxidation by CeONB, CeONB certainly exhibited more favorable and efficient catalytic
activities for soot oxidation than comCeO.

To further distinguish catalytic activities of CeONB and comCeO, activation energy
(Ea) of soot oxidation by CeONB and comCeO were further determined by the Coats–
Redfern integral method [36]. Thus, plots of ln[ln(1 − α)/T2] vs. 1/T of soot oxidation
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under different conditions were obtained using TGA, and α denotes the reaction extent or
conversion quantified via the equation:

α = (m0 −mt)/(m0 −m∞) (1)

where m0, mt, and m∞ are the initial mass, the mass in time t, and the mass at the end of
the reaction, respectively. Based on TGA curves of various cases as seen in Figure 8a, their
corresponding plots of ln[ln(1 − α)/T2] vs. 1/T are displayed in Figure 8b. The data points
were then fitted by the linear regression, and fitting correlation coefficients (R2) of the fitted
lines were all larger than 0.99. Accordingly, the activation energies (Ea) of these three cases
were then calculated as shown in Figure 8b. As the Ea of soot oxidation in the absence of
catalysts was 189.2 kJ/mol (Table 2), the Ea values of soot oxidation can be significantly
reduced to 155.1 and 101.5 kJ/mol by comCeO, and CeONB, respectively. This clearly
demonstrated that CeONB exhibited a considerably higher catalytic activity than comCeO
for soot oxidation.
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Table 2. Kinetic parameters of soot oxidation by the Coast-Redfern method.

Catalyst 0.15 ≤ α ≤ 0.9 Ea, KJ/mol A, 1/S R2

Soot only 538~616 ◦C 189.2 1.44 × 109 0.997
comCeO 502~589 ◦C 155.1 6.65 × 107 0.993
CeONB 361~455 ◦C 101.5 3.75 × 106 0.999

For further evaluating the competence of CeONB, Table 3 lists the data of soot ox-
idation by reported Ce-containing catalysts reported in the literature. Compared to the
other reported catalysts, CeONB certainly showed relatively low values of Tig, T10, T50,
and T90. This verified that the catalytic activity of CeONB not only surpassed comCeO but
also many other Ce-containing catalysts, confirming that CeONB was an advantageous
and promising catalyst for soot oxidation.
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Table 3. Soot conversion by CeONB and other Ce-related catalysts.

Catalyst Contact T10 T50 T90 Tig Tm Te SCO2 Reference

CeONB
loose 384 456 494 352 467 526 100% This work
tight 354 388 423 310 393 456 100% This work

CeONB (+NO) loose 329 363 398 300 364 432 100% This work
Commercial CeO2 loose 482 514 540 461 520 560 73.8% This work

CeO2NR tight 372 394 450 - 387 - - [30]
SCS loose 483 562 - - 562 - - [31]

tight 358 411 - - 417 - - [31]
SA-stars loose 435 543 - - 552 - - [31]

tight 354 410 - - 403 - - [31]
Ce-NC loose 417 477 584 - - 622 - [21]

tight 396 400 425 - - 618 - [21]
CeO2 NR loose 429 536 623 - - 656 - [21]

tight 381 416 455 - - 625 - [21]
Ce-NC/ZSM-5 loose 394 525 590 - - 620 - [21]

tight 335 439 481 - - 576 - [21]
Ce-M loose 398 538 604 - - 630 - [21]

tight 374 564 510 - - 590 - [21]
Ce-SCS loose 436 580 633 - - 670 - [21]

tight 392 476 558 - - 638 - [21]
CeO2 tight 379 448 - - - - 97% [32]

CeO2(+NO) tight 351 422 - - - - 92% [32]
CeO2-co tight 381 460 - - - - 93% [32]

CeO2-co(+NO) tight 356 430 - - - - 87% [32]
MnCe tight 304 375 - - - - 100% [32]

MnCe (+NO) tight 300 358 - - - - 98% [32]

2.3. Effect of Tight Contact and Loose Contact Conditions on Soot Oxidation by CeONB

As the contact modes between catalysts and soot particles may influence the soot
oxidation effiiciencies, two particular modes (i.e., the loose contact and tight contact) were
further investigated. In the loose contact mode, it is considered as a mixture of catalyst
and soot in the practical condition, where shapes and appearance of catalysts would
significantly influence soot oxidation for providing insights into essence of catalyst–soot
contact. On the other hand, the tight contact modes, i.e., intimate contacts between soot
and catalysts, elucidated intrinsic activities of catlaysts and was not restricted by poor
soot–catalyst contact. The TPO profiles of two contact modes from soot oxidation by
CeONB were illustrated as displayed in Figure 9a. It can be noted that, though SmCO2
from two modes could be achieved 100%, the tight contact mode certainly improved TPO
profile remarkably as its corresponding Tig and T50 were 310 and 388 ◦C, which were
comparatively lower than that of the loose contact (i.e., 352 and 456 ◦C), respectively.

Besides, to further distinguish the difference between these contact modes, T50 values
of these two contact modes were analyzed as displayed in Figure 9b. It can also be seen
that, while both contact modes exhibited SmCO2 = 100% (Figure 9c), T50 of loose contact
mode was relatively higher than that of the tight contact mode. These results indicated
that the soot oxidation efficiency by CeONB was considerably improved under the tight
contact mode in comparison with the loose contact one. This could be attributed to the fact
that the intimate interfacial contact between CeONB and soot particles could be achieved
under the tight contact mode whereas much less contact between two reactants could be
afforded by the loose contact counterpart [34].

For comparison, comCeO was also employed for soot oxidation under two contact
modes. It can be noted that soot oxidation was notably enhanced by comCeO under the
tight contact mode as the corresponding T50 was only 476 ◦C, which was lower than that of
the loose contact mode, further suggesting the positive effect of the tight contact mode to
the soot oxidation. Nonetheless, the soot oxidation efficiency of comCeO was still much less
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effective than CeONB for soot oxidation even under the tight contact mode, illustrating that
CeONB possessed intrinsically higher catalytic activity than comCeO for soot oxidation.
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2.4. Effect of NO on Soot Oxidation by CeONB

Since feed gases would also consist of other components, such as NOx, it would be
important to further examine the effect of NO on soot oxidation by CeONB. Figure 10a
displays TPO profiles of soot oxidation with and without the existence of NO.
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In the absence of NO, the Tig of CeONB was 352 ◦C, which was then noticeably
reduced to 300 ◦C when NO was introduced in the feed gas. T50 by CeONB in the absence
of NO was 456 ◦C, which was also considerably reduced to 363 ◦C in the presence of NO
during the soot oxidation reaction (Figure 10b). Besides, soot conversion reached 100% at
Te = 432 ◦C in the presence of NO, whereas Te increased to 456 ◦C in absence of NO. These
results indicated that the presence of NO seemed to enhance soot oxidation by CeONB,
probably because the formation of active oxygen species induced by NO in the gas phase,
thereby facilitating soot oxidation [35,36]. Besides, a synergic effect might also occur owing
to decomposition of surface nitrate, which would result in gaseous NOx and desorption of
active oxygen. Such active oxygen species would then also assist soot oxidation [35,36].

To further demonstrate the pathway of such a NO-assisted process, and NOx transfor-
mation, the in-situ DRIFTS was then adopted by introducing the mixture gas of NO+O2 at
350 ◦C into a reaction chamber at different times.
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As displayed in Figure 11a, several peaks were quickly observed right after purging
NO into the IR chamber, and intensities of these peaks increased gradually, then reaching
the adsorption saturation after ca. 30 min. Specifically, the multiple peaks in the range
of 800–2000 cm−1, which would be ascribed to bridging nitrate (ca. 1596, 1206, and
1001 cm−1), bidentate nitrate (ca. 1556, 1270, and 1026 cm−1), and monodentate nitrate (ca.
1535, 1243, and 1001 cm−1), respectively [37,38]. Moreover, the peak at 1352 cm−1 could be
attributed to nitrite–nitrato on the CeO2 surface [38]. Moreover, the peaks of the chelated
nitro compounds could also be detected at ca 1505 and 1243 cm−1, whereas the 1407 cm−1

might be derived from the nitro compound [38].
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On the other hand, DRIFT spectra at different temperatures were also obtained in
Figure 11b, in which several peaks of nitrite (ca. 1211, 1170, and 1084 cm−1) reached the
adsorption saturation at 100 ◦C. After rapming the temperature to 250 ◦C, the intensity of
nitrite bands gradually decreased, and then replaced by those bands of bidentate nitrates
(1556, 1270, and 1001 cm−1) and monodentate nitrates (1535, 1243, and 1001 cm−1) [39].

In view of these observations, the decomposition of nitrate in the specific temperature
range (e.g., 350–500 ◦C) would be very important for soot oxidation via such a NOx-assisted
process. These relatively stable nitrates would then react directly with carbon atoms nearby
(Equation (1)) or decompose to release NO2 to react with soot (Equations (2) and (3)),
together with the formation of NO as follows [39]:

C + Ce − NO3 → CO2 + NO + Ce − O (2)

Ce − NO3 → Ce-O + NO2 (3)

NO2 + C→ CO2 + NO (4)

Furthermore, the effect of NO on soot oxidation was also tested by using comCeO, as
shown in Figure 10c, and the presence of NO also enhanced soot oxidation by decreasing
T50 from 514 to 457 ◦C. Nevertheless, the NO-assisted enhancement in the case of comCeO
was less than that in the case of CeONB. To further elucidate such a difference, DRIFTS
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was also employed to determine the surface activity of comCeO in the presence of NO
in Figure 11c. While the aforementioned nitrogen-containing intermediates could be still
observed, intensities of these species detected were much lower than those detected in the
case of CeONB. This indicates that CeONB certainly exhibited much higher surface activities
to react with NOx than comCeO, thereby leading to a stronger NO-assisted enhancement.

2.5. Recyclability

While CeONB verified the highly catalystic activities for soot oxidation, it was essential
to obtain its reusability over several cycles of using. Figure 12a indicated that it remained
completed with 100% conversion over five cycles for soot oxidation by CeONB without
regeneration treatments. In addition, the corresponding Tig only slightly increased from
352–358 ◦C after five cycles.

1 

 

 
Figure 12. Recyclability of CeONB for multi-cycle soot oxidation: (a) soot conversion (%), (b) Tm and SmCO2, and (c) XRD
pattern of used CeONB; (d) SAED pattern of used CeONB.

Moreover, Figure 12b further shows the values of Tm and SmCO2 of five cycles, which
displayed very similar over five cycles without notable changes. The results employed
that CeONB could be effectively reused over five clycles for soot oxidaiton. Besides, Tm
and SmCO2 values were also consistent over the consecutive five cycles without significant
variations. This demostrates that CeONB was reusable for catalytic soot oxidation, and
its catalytic activity was consistent and efficient. In addition, the TEM image and SAED
pattern of used CeONB (Figure 12c,d) were very comparable to those of the pristine CeONB,
validating that CeONB was a durable and stable catalyst for soot oxidation.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Materials

All chemicals involved in this study were commercially available and used as re-
ceived without purification. Cerous nitrate hexahydrat and benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic
acid (H3BTC) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Burlington, MA, USA). Commercial
CeO2 nanoparticles (NPs) (comCeO) (purity ≥ 99.55%, 50–100 nm) were purchased from
Echo Chemical Co. LTD (Taiwan). Carbon black pigment branded as Printex® U was
employed as a model soot and it was supplied by Orion Engineered Carbon (Luxemburg).
Acronyms and variables are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. The list of acronyms and variables.

MOFs Metal Organic Frameworks

CeONB CeO2 nanobar
comCeO commercial CeO2 nanoparticle

NPs nanoparticles
PDFs diesel particulate filters
Olat lattice oxygen
Ovac oxygen vacancy
Oab absorbed oxygen species
F2g the fluorite-type structure of CeO2
ID correlated to the formation of oxygen vacancy

DRIFTS Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy
Tig ignition temperature
Tm temperature at the maximum concentration of CO2

T50 and T90 the temperature at which 50% and 90% of the soot conversion, respectively
Te the temperature at which 100% of soot oxidation

SCO2 the CO2 selectivity
SmCO2 the SCO2 at Tm

3.2. Preparation and Characterization of CeONB

Preparation of CeONB can be schematically illustrated in Figure 1. Firstly, Ce-MOF
with a bar-like morphology was synthesized through hydrothermal synthesis of coordi-
nating Ce3+ with H3BTC. Typically, 10 mmol (0.63 g) of H3BTC and 10 mmol (2.17 g) of
Ce (NO3)3 were dissolved in a mixture of ethanol/water (1:1) under vigorous stirring for
5 min. Next, the mixture was then left without stirring at 60 ◦C for 12h. Then, the yellowish
precipitates were collected, washed with ethanol repeatedly, and dried at 80 ◦C overnight
to afford Ce-MOF. The resulting bar-like Co-MOF was then calcined in air at 800 ◦C to
generate CeO2 with a bar-like morphology.

3.3. Characterization

Materials used here were firstly characterized for their morphologies by SEM and
TEM (JEOL JEM-2010, Tokyo, Japan). The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern
method was used for performing the TEM structural analysis.

The crystalline structures of the as-prepared materials were measured by an X-ray
diffractometer (XRD) (Bruker D8, Billerica, MA, USA).

Surface chemistry of CeONB and comCeO was analyzed by X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (PHI 5000, Kanagawa, Japan) to provide chemical states of different elements.

Thermo-gravimetric (TG) analyses were conducted using a TG analyzer (TGA i1000,
ISI, USA) to verify the thermal stability the as-prepared catalysts.

Raman spectroscopic analyses of catalysts were performed by a Raman confocal
spectroscopy (TII, Tokyo, Japan) to examine the surface structure of CeONB and comCeO
as well as characterize the oxygen vacancy concentration.

The specific surface area, pore volume, and pore size distribution were obtained by
the BET method using ANTON PAAR NOVATOUCH LX2, Graz, Austria.
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Textural properties, temperature-programmed reduction (TPR), and desorption (TPD)
profiles of catalysts were measured by a volumetric gas adsorption analyzer equipped with
a TCD detector (Anton Paar Quantachrome ASIQ, Graz, Austria).

3.4. Catalytic Oxidation of Soot

The catalytic activity of CeONB for soot oxidation was investigated by temperature-
programmed oxidation (TPO) of soot in a fixed-bed tubular reactor. At first, air gas with
79.5 vol.% N2 and 20.5 vol.% O2 flew through a mixture of soot and catalyst (100 mg)
(soot: catalyst = 1:9) at a rate of 100 mL/min. Subsequently, the tubular reactor would be
heated from room temperature to 150 ◦C for 30 min to eliminate moisture, and absorbed
hydrocarbons. Next, temperature would be ramped from 150–700 ◦C at a rate of 5 ◦C/min.
For studying soot oxidation under different contact modes, the catalyst and soot would be
mixed by a spatula to afford the loose contact mode, whereas the mixture would be ground
in an agate mortar to provide the tight contact mode [23,29].

Concentrations of CO2 and CO were measured using an infrared analyzer (Infrared
Industries IR208, Hayward, CA, USA). For investigating effect of NO on feed gases on
soot oxidation, a feed gas containing air and 500 ppm of NO was prepared and employed.
Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were conducted in oxygen atmosphere on a thermo-
gravimetric analyzer (TA Q50, New Castle, DE, USA).

3.5. Diffuse Reflectance Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (DRIFTS)

DRIFTS spectra were obtained using a FTIR spectrometer (JASCO 6800, Tokyo, Japan)
with a MCT detector and a diffuse reflection accessory (Harrick Praying Mantis, Pleas-
antville, NY, USA). In a typical DRIFTS experiment, the catalyst was then placed into the
heating chamber, purged with N2 at 600 ◦C for 20 min, and then cooled down to 25 ◦C
to eliminate the surface-adsorbed impurities (e.g., H2O and CO2) on catalyst surface. All
spectra were measured by a scan rate of 32 with a resolution of 4 cm−1 in the range from
1000 cm−1 to 4000 cm−1.

4. Conclusions

In this study, a Ce-MOF consisting of Ce and H3BTC was employed as the precursor as
CeBTC exhibited a high-aspect-ratio morphology which was transformed into CeO2 with a
nanoscale bar-like configuration. More importantly, the resulting CeO2 nanobar (CeONB)
exhibited porous, and even hollow structures, as well as more oxygen vacancies, enabling
CeONB to become a promising catalyst for soot oxidation. Thus, CeONB showed a much
higher catalytic activity than comCeO for soot oxidation with a much lower Tig. Moreover,
while soot oxidation by comCeO led to production of CO together with CO2, CeONB was
able to completely convert soot to CO2. The tight contact mode also enabled CeONB to
exhibit a low Tig of 310 ◦C, whereas the presence of NO also enhanced the soot oxidation
by CeONB to reduce the Tig and Tm. The mechanism of NO-assisted soot oxidation was
also investigated, and validated by DRIFTS to identify the formation and transformation of
intermediates and elucidate differences of catalytic activities between CeONB and comCeO.
CeONB was also recyclable over many consecutive cycles and maintained its high catalytic
activity for soot oxidation. These results demonstrate that CeONB was a promising and
easily prepared high-aspect-ratio Ce-based catalyst for soot oxidation.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/catal11091128/s1, Figure S1: (a,b) SEM images of commercial CeO2 (comCeO).
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